
Spirited Stuff Scarf
by Rebecca Osborn

This scarf is a simple way to make use of a 
fabulous and unusual yarn, designed in 
celebration of Pentecost.

Materials:
• 1 skein Feza Yarns Alp Premier
• US10/6 mm needles, any type

Size: Final measurements are about 4” x 6'. 

Directions
This yarn consists of long lengths of 

different novelty yarns tied together. 
Conveniently, there are ten different novelty 
yarns in a skein, and they are repeated twice in 
the same order. This lends itself perfectly to 
symmetry.

Wind the yarn into balls, starting the second 
when the first novelty yarn appears again. Thus, 
you should have to balls which are exactly the 
same. Now wind one of them over again, so the colors are in reverse order. The 
two balls will have two different novelty yarns on the outside – you must choose 
which of these yarns will be on the outside of the scarf and which will form the 
center band of the scarf. 

Using the ball which starts with the yarn you would like on the outside of 
the scarf, cast on with US10 needles. Continue casting on until you have used up 
all but about 1' of this first novelty yarn; this will be around 160 stitches. 

Knit in garter stitch until the first ball is used up, then attach the second 
ball. You should be attaching the new ball to the same novelty yarn that finished 
the first ball.

Continue to work in garter stitch. You should finish a row either soon before 
starting the last length of novelty yarn, which you used to cast on. Bind off all 
stitches evenly; try to match the tension of your cast on. Weave in the ends. If 
you like, you can use the leftover ends to weave around the portion of the bound-
off edge which was not worked in the edge yarn. This will make the ends appear 
to match.


